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ABSTRACT

Venture capital has transformed the innovation process in the US. Venture
capitalists provide.funds and assist in the formation of new high technology
businesses. They actively cultivate networks comprised of financial
institutions, universities, large corporations, entrepreneurial companies and
other organizations.' These networks and the information flow at their
disposal enable them to reduce many of the risks associated with new
enterprise formation and thus to Overcome many of the barriers that hold back
innovation. Venture capital-financed innovation is a "new model" of
innovation which goes beyond both classical entrepreneurship and corporate
based innovation, Venture capitalists forge important linkages among a
variety of organizations which are important to the innovation process and act
as "technological gatekeepers" accelerating the process of technological
change. The venture capital industry is organized in a series of relatively
self-contained complexes -- technology-oriented, financial-oriented and hybrid
-- which play distinct roles in the process of venture capital-financed
innovation. While venture capital catalyzes technological change, it also
generates costs, most notably the disruption of established research
organizations and the establishment of strong incentives for "breakthroughs"
as opposed to other types of innovation.



Introduction

The importance of venture capital-financed innovation to the US economy

is reflected in the fast growing, high technology areas where venture backed

firms have risen to prominence [1]. These include semiconductors, personal

computers, biotechnology, CAD-CAM, software and artificial intelligence.

Successes such as Fairchild, Intel, Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC),

Apple, Microsoft, Sun Microsystems, and Genentech have virtually defined the

emergence of critical new technologies and industrial branches [2]. Recent

years have witnessed an explosion in venture capital financings of high

technology businesses; indeed more than 85 percent of all venture capital has

flowed to technology intensive areas [3].

Venture capitalists play a critical role in the innovation process in

the US by providing funds and helping to organize embryonic technology

oriented companies. They sit at the center of multifaceted networks -- which

they actively help develop comprised of financial institutions, large

corporations, universities and entrepreneurs, and in doing so, forge important

linkages between large and small institutions. Venture capital serves in

large measure to formalize the roles historically played by the entrepreneur

and independent financier and lend structure to the innovation process and

attendant "gales of creative destruction" which are so vital to the wave like

... expans.1Qns...Qf....g,ap1.t.alist ..!'o,!;Jet.Jes... L4.] ....•.

The major thesis of this paper is that venture capital has transformed

the process of innovation in the US. We contend that venture capital has

given rise to a "new model" of innovation which transcends the entrepreneurial
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versus corporate dichotomy posed by neo-Schumpeterian theory. Venture

capital-financed innovation overcomes financial, technological and

organizational barriers which characterize both entrepreneurial and corporate

based innovation. We further contend that venture capital-financed innovation

accelerates the process of technological change and argue that venture

capitalists performing a critical, technological gatekeeping function.

Lastly, we suggest that the way venture capital influences innovation differs

substantially by place and that fully blown venture capital-financed

innovation generally takes place only in those areas which possess well

developed technological infrastructures or what we refer to as "social

structures of innovation" anchored by venture capital.

This paper proceeds as follows. The first section presents a brief

overview of the venture capital industry. The second section provides a

concise description of the functions that venture capitalists perform over the

course of the technology life cycle. The third section then outlines our

model of venture capital-financed innovation. The fourth section elaborates

on this model through examples taken from the semiconductor, personal

computer, and biotechnology industries. The fourth section outlines some of

the salient differences 'among the major centers of venture capital activity -

California, Boston, New York and Chicago, while the fifth explores the limits

., of ...vtmture .capi.tal.•.financed...innovation. ..We....conclude .with. a ..summary ..of...•maj.or.

points and a general discussion of venture capital's impact on innovation and

economic growth.
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VENTURE CAPITAL: AN OVERVIEW

Venturing is a relatively unique form of investment. Venture capitalists

invest in new, unproven enterprises which traditional financial institutions

ignore· [5]. Instead of lending money, they exchange capital for an equity or

ownership stake in the companies they finance. Venture capitalists are active

investors and are integrally involved in the creation of young companies. In

addition, most venture capital investment takes place in syndicates involving

two or more venture capital firms [6]. This process referred to as

coinvesting enables venture capitalists to pool expertise, diversify their

investment portfolios and share risk.

Venture capitalists reduce investment uncertainty through careful

screening of business proposals and by taking an active role in the management

of portfolio companies [7]. The use of equity investment rather than debt

eliminates the problem of scheduled repayment. It allows young companies to

reinvest their earnings and provides an asset base which can be used to

attract outside capital and enhance a company's credibility with vendors and

financial institutions [8]. Equity financing enables venture capitalists to

assume substantial investment risks since one enormously successful investment

can more than offset a series of break-even investments or outright losses. A

study of the performance of 10 leading venture capital funds indicates that of

525 ventureinvestments.made during the period 1972-1983, just 56nwinners~

·(or··TO:Tpercent)generai::edmore·i::han···half ·($li50·mIllfon)of··i::hei::oi::alvaliie

held in portfolio ($823 million), while roughly half (266) either broke even

or lost money [9].
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Venture capital is provided through a number of different types of

organizations. Of particular significance are venture capital limited

partnerships which account for more than half of all venture capital firms and

control approximately three-quarters of industry resources (Exhibit 1). These

are comprised of both general and limited partners. The general partners are

the professional venture capitalists who secure capital commitments for the

fund and make and manage its investments, while the limited partners are the

fund's investors. Limited partnerships have a fixed life of seven to ten

years. The first few years are ones of active investment, while the remaining

period is used to build companies to the point of public stock offerings,

merger or another form of exit. Because of their limited life expectancies,

partnerships seek to rapidly build companies and liquidate investments in

order to realize capital gains [10].

Recent years have seen a shift in the source of funds for limited

partnerships (Exhibit 2). Between 1978 and 1984, capital supplied by families

and individuals declined in importance relative to capital from financial

institutions and corporations. By 1984, pension funds had become the single,

most important source of funds to venture capital partnerships, supplying $1.1

billion or 35 percent of total capital. There were four primary reasons

underlying the shift to institutional sources of capital. First, reductions

in the tax rate on capital gains made venture capital partnerships an
""""""",,"'" ,',', """"

"attractive investment vehicle for large investors; 'Second; changes 'of federal"

restrictions on public pension fund investments made partnership investments

especially attractive for pension funds. Third, the ·profit squeeze" faced by
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EXHIBIT 1

Types of Venture Capital Firms

Average
Number Share Capital Share Capital

of of . Base of Base
Firms Total (Billions) Total (Millions)

Limited Partnerships 271 . 53.2% $12.2 74.7% $44.9

Financial Subsidiaries 51 10.0 2.0 12.1 38.8

Industrial Subsidiaries 44 8.6 1.4 8.7 32.3

Venture Capital Oriented SBICs* 143 28.0 0.7 4.4 5.1

TOTAL 509 100.0 $16.3 100.0 $32.0

NOTE: * Includes only small business investment companies SBICs) which are
venture capital oriented.

Source: Venture Economics, Venture Capital Yearbook [3)



EXHIBIT. 2

Capital Sources for Venture Capital
Limited Partnerships, 1978-1984

(Millions of Dollars)

Absolute Ratio of
1978 1980 1984 Change Change

, ,
Funds (14.8) (29.8) (34.1) (35.5)

Industrial $ 22 $ 127 $ 463 $ 441 20.15
Corporations (10.2) (19.2) (14.5) (14.9)

Insurance s 35 $ 88 $ 419 $ 384 10.97
Companies (16.2) (13.3) (13 .1) (12.9)

Foundations s 19 $ 92 $ 178 $ 159 8.37
( 8.8) (13.9) ( 5.6) ( 5.4)

Foreign $ 38 s 55. s 573 s 535 14.08
Sources (17.6) ( 8.3) (18.0) (18.0)

Individua1s/ $ 70 s 102 s 467 $ 397 5.67
Families (32.4) (15.4) (14.7) (13.4)

TOTAL $ 216 $ 661 $3,185 $2,969 13.75

NOTE: Numbers in parantheses equal percentage share of total.



many corporations and financial institutions over the past five years or so

accelerated the flow of capital into new areas such as venture capital.

Fourth,active sponsorship of companies by investment banks in the public

securities market increased investor confidence in the long term viability of

venture capital as an investment outlet [11].

In addition, there are approximately 50 venture capital subsidiaries of

financial institutions which control approximately $2 billion in resources

(Exhibit 1) [12]. Another 44 funds are subsidiaries of industrial

corporations such as Xerox, General Electric and Lubrizol, which control

approximately $1.4 billion in venture capital. The substantial majority of

these firms invest strategically to diversify product lines, to secure a

"window on technology" or as a potential first step in aquiring or developing

a strategic partnership with a successful small company [13]. Generally

speaking, venture capital subsidiaries are organizationally distinct entities

and are not subject to the investment biases of their corporate parents.

Finally, there are 143 venture capital oriented small business investment

companies (SBICs) which are able to access to federal leveraging funds under

provisions of the 1958 SBIC Act [14]. Even though there are a relatively

large number of SBICs, they comprise only a marginal part of the venture

capital industry. SBICs are generally smaller than other types of venture

""""""""~"""""""""~""""""" """~"""capita"lc~funds""having"""an""aver"age"""capita"lizat"ionof'~j"us·t"'$5',"lc"mi'l:1"ion","'··~For""the"~'"·"""~·""""·'

most part, SBICs have not been important in financing cutting edge, high

technology enterprises [15].

The emergence of limited partnerships as the dominant form of venture
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potentials, financial requirements and organizational capabilities of new

businesses and the products upon which they are based (18). It is only after

carefully screening the business proposal or "business plan" that venture

capitalists decide to invest. In this sense, venture capitalists affect the

trajectory of technological development before actually investing.

Personal contacts are crucial to the search for good venture capital

investments. Survey research indicates that nearly two-thirds of all

---.~.-~. -'~~-~--'----proposals·a1'e ·-refer·rals-.from .other :ventur.e .capitalis.ts ,__ p_eIjl_on.a.l_.. . _ _ ..~_.._._ ~

acquaintances, banks or investment brokers, while only 25 percent are

unsolicited "cold calls" (19). Our interviews indicate that the large

majority of proposals which are seriously evaluated by venture capitalists

come from close personal contacts such as executives of successful portfolio

companies, established entrepreneurs or other venture capitalists (20). While

reputable venture capitalists receive between 300 and 500 business proposals a

year, just 25 to 30 are selected for careful screening and on~y ~neto five

actually receive funding.

Venture capitalists evaluate business plans in light of a variety of

criteria including: the originality of the proposed product or technology,

its potential competitors, market size, business strategy and projected sales,

the availability of patent protection or other proprietary characteristics,

:.::::::::::::::::::::~h~:;;;~~i:i~;.:.:;';d:b~;4;;;;;::;~~;;;;::Qf:.:.til;:.:;nt.~;pi,;ii;iir:i!il::g~ilA;::!il~:s1i~::::::.::::::::::.:::::::

prospective manner of exiting from the investment and realizing a substantial

capital gain (21). Venture capitalists also engage in extensive conferrals

with the management of potential startups. This is supplemented by a
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investments.

Venture capitalists often recruit managers for business startups. To

assist with such efforts, most venture firms have executive search firms on

retainer. A recent survey of 77 important venture capital firms indicates

that the venture capital community views management recruitment as the single

most important form of assistance provided to young companies [23]. Indeed,

the top flight Mayfield Fund has recently added a "recruiting partner" who

specializes in filling management positions at portfolio companies [24].
'cc;;;;:;";;2:~,;;cc;:,,,"-"',,=='c"c'·;'C'"C;.C;"'''-';'''''';~'"'·'"''';':·S0''''''''·2'''~"·..",'=,=,:,;,S""·,,,·;,'~·""S2;:Z."'-'~0"£~"'''-''.''-'_'=';'''±'i·''2,_;;':· ".",::"-;~ "",' ,...,"""",._;",-,,-,~ ..,, ··;·~~"';C2"::":;'''X~:''-''';':;;;'.,';''C~'';'':· c.,;·;·,o:D'-;:·"'::;·_'''-':.~· :i·,·",,·,';:'::C"C':C:"-''',,":iO",·,",·2.;'';"''22,;·''2'2·:~''S· ;"C'C;'."·;';;""-'·;;";;";""",'C:',o,.:;:.;·:cs:.c.'::"'CJ.'"';·C;.;~·"".",L'" ..

Venture capitalists provide important assistance in luring top-level personnel

from secure academic or corporate posts by offering equity stakes in fledgling

businesses and the concomitant possibility of realizing large capital gains.

The role of venture capital changes as new businesses and technologies

proceed through the cycle (Figure 1). Over time, technological and

entrepreneurial skills diminish in importance relative to managerial and

marketing capabilities, and the young company establishes a more formal

organizational structure. At this stage, the role of venture capital shifts

from active intervention to one of advice and assistance. The venture

capitalist's expertise in particular industries and prior experience with

business expansions provides a reservoir of knowledge which can be critical

for the survival of a growing company. Venture capital firms also encourage

H" ""'H""'"" '"'"H""'"" H"' ""c'o"llective'""proM:emH's'o"lving'"by'managers"of" 'portfol1o'"companies"i "creating '"an" ""'"" "HHH

;~~A~~:';'iii:"hi"i:iii;'i&i\"'00','Y;':2!W)f'b:4;'iiiii&A"~'x=",,,*,0:':':'''',:;.'.'i'rJB'!''"''':'!,':d6R_''''"''';-);;.'*,'''B&~)i!«d~~;""",,,,,.&f0j0';YiiP_'d2'i'''',"8c~"""'~"',cci;''''''''t~*",''':&''h'<'''"~;';;%':''ii'~'Wffh'f:''',~"0+",0%",j~*,~,"",m9_'_b~~4';':;;>k'__":i;"'~"',#}.1"'<d';'*/)""''''''''''i.:2:''ij0!W!f';';Sif0B"""*,,,i":,;'iii'!.0'?4>;Mi.::

intensive information exchange among entrepreneurs which eliminates or

diminishes the severity of many problems associated with new business

developmeIlt.
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The relationship between venture capitalists and the companies they

finance is not always devoid of conflict.' Although venture capitalists and

entrepreneurs typically work together to build new companies, the reasons that

they do so are often quite different. Of primary importance to venture

capitalists are the profits or capital gains made on investments. While

entrepreneurs are also interested in financial gain, they are also likely to

be driven by some combination of profit, longterm economic security, sense of

mission, and attachment to their enterprise. These differences may underscore

more obvious disagreements which can at times lead to bitter confrontations

over corporate policy. In such cases, venture capitalists can use their

control of board positions or leverage over further rounds of financing to

coerce management to make changes or to remove the founder or entrepreneurial

group. If disagreements are serious enough, venture capitalists will endeavor

to replace managers and in certain situations may assume direct operating

positions themselves, though our interviews with venture capitalists lead us

to conclude that they will do so only in the most dire situations. Venture

capitalists may also remove top executives in response to organized movements

of upper-level managers.

Venture capital firms use investment syndicates to secure additional

......................•..•.......•....•...sp.unds•.of..financingJ::Ql::.n.eK..c!llllPAnie.s...TIULQ:!;::!,g:!'nAJ..a., J ..e!!s!J,llyesJ;,Q!:.)!!!!y.......•........•..

arrange two or three investment syndications involving as many as 15 other

investors. Lead investors typically use personal networks to secure

coinvestors. trading opportunities to participate in each others investments.

While investment syndications are primarily accomplished to provide capital,
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Under corporate or managed innovation (model 2), large corporations

organize the R&D process and internalize much innovative activity. These

corporations use internal R&D to remain at the forefront of new technology and

generate successive waves of innovation. According to Freeman et al, this

creates "a strong positive feedback loop from successful innovation to

increased R&D activity setting up a virtuous self-reinforcing circle" [28].

The internalization of innovation within large corporations makes

change a less more continuous

Recently, a number of analysts have posed the idea of a complementarity

existing between large and small institutions [29]. According to this view,

large corporations and universities establish the scientific and technological

context necessary for innovation, functioning as "incubator organizations" for

technological change [30]. These technological opportunities are then

exploited and commercialized by small entrepreneurial companies. Such

interplay is facilitated by direct circulation of personnel and attendant

transfers of technological and managerial capabilities as well as through

indirect channels such as informal exchanges of information, research

literature and professional relations among manufacturers, suppliers and

vendors [31]. Large organizations and small firms thus act in a dynamic and

complementary way as part of the innovation process [32].

"""""'Ftgure'""2""i"llustrates""the"""ro"l:e"""of""venture"'capital"""""tn""the""""ins titutional""""

context for innovation. Venture capitalists are situated at the center of

extended networks and actively forge connections which reach into large

corporations, universities, financial institutions, and a variety of other
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organizations which play important roles in the innovation process. From this

central vantage point, venture capitalists are uniquely equipped to match

personnel and resources drawn from various organizations in the formation of

new enterprises.

Venture capital's position within the innovation process can be best

thought of in terms of four overlapping networks [33]. The ·first of these is

used to mobilize capital. It consists of investors in the venture capital

fund ( e , , investors and wealthy individuals) and other venture

capital firms that take part in investment syndicates. A second network is

used to locate and review potential investments and revolves around previously

successful entrepreneurs, other venture capitalists, lawyers, and accountants

as well as contacts in large corporations and universities. The role of

former entrepreneurs in this network is epecially important since they have

supplementary contacts which typically extend to the most promising potential

startups. A third network cultivated by venture capitalists includes

professional service firms such as law and accounting firms as well as market

research and consulting firms which serve as sources for industry relevant

information. A final network is comprised of sources of labor and other

important inputs into the production process. It consists of contacts which

are used to recruit management and other personnel for startups as well as

...........•.....•........••... ·········sources···for··4nputs···into·· the··,productlon·.·process...and ..poss.ible...outl"t" .. fo.r

finished goods.

The rise of venture capital-financed innovation overcomes many of the

obstacles asssociated with innovation under Models 1 and 2. Under Modell,
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innovation occurs in a relatively ad hoc and unorganized way. The

individual entrepreneur is forced to organize the process of entreprise

formation -- locate financing, purchase supplies, obtain facilities, etc.

virtually singlehandedly. As we have seen, venture capitalists bring

resources and contacts to this process which help reduce the information and

opportunity costs associated with new business formation. And, by reducing

the uncertainty involved in enterprise creation as well as providing the

""~",,~,,,,"",,",,~""~"",needed",financ,ial,,resources'i'"they"",create",a"l1spot"marke,tl1,,,,of,,, sor"ts"fo,r""b,usiness",,,,,,

formation and development.

Under Model 2, innovation is often impaired by organizational rigidity of

large corporations -- what Kanter refers to as "segmentalism" [34]. Venture

capital-financed innovation replaces the functional specialization and

compartmentalized information flow characteristic of large corporations with a

relatively fluid and flexible organizational environment characterized by

frequent adjustment, decentralized decision making and ,intense flows of

information. This occurs both within and to a lesser extent between venture

capital backed companies -- creating significant incentives for innovation.

In fact, the emergence of venture capital-financed innovation represents a

partial response to the breakdown of Model 2 in large US corporations. This

breakdown 1s evident in the inability of large corporations to provide either

:,,::::;:,:=::::::;,:;,:;h;;~~g;;i;;;:ti~;;.i,:i.i~;;:ibiii£¥;,,:QX:,::in~~ii:i;ii~,,§::;;~,@§§ig::J;,9;:§iImiiiiii:liir~i:ili[;::::,:'

innovation, and is perhaps most visibly reflected in the rise of self

contained "innovation complexes" such as California's Silicon Valley and

Boston-Route 128 far afield from traditional centers of heavy industry.
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semiconductors, personal computers and biotechnology have disrupted existing

sociotechnical trajectori~s and opened up 'whole new frontiers for

technological progress, setting the stage for clusters of imitative activity

and swarms of improvement innovations [39].

In "short, venture capital-financed innovation is morE! than just a mid

point between Models'l and 2. It organizes the dynamic complementarities

which exist among a variety of organizations, and as such represents a new,

.••= ••••M ••••••.• ·•.•· = !J!!O~gE~J;JY.e~"..!l!!~2.!'1."Rt.J..ill!gYc!1:F1gt\", ln .!\.1!'!1.E!R!1•.F2.J;h1!!.L...X.~11FHf.~.".S.!~.!EJ1:k ,., ,.,••••,.•,.'••'.M

financed innovation plays an important technological gatekeeping function --

moving the US across new technological frontiers and setting in motion the

"gales of creative destruction" which establish the context.for economic

restructuring.

EXAMPLES OF VENTURE CAPITAL-FINANCED INNOVATION

The operation of this new, integrative model is perhaps best

illustrated through some case examples. The linkage between large

corporations and venture backed companies is clearly evidenced in the

evolution of the semiconductor industry. The basic technology used in

semiconductors was developed at Bell Laboratories during the 1950s by William

Shockley, Gordon Teal and their collaborators. In 1951, Teal left Bell Labs

The establishment of Fairchild Semiconductor in 1957 by Eugene Kleiner, Robert

Noyce and six other of Schockley's former employees catalyzed the nascent

semiconductor industry. Fairchild was one of the first important venture

16



capital backed startups -- its financing was arranged by the proto-venture

capitalist, Arthur Rock, who was then an investment banker with a prominent

New York City firm [40].

Fairchild laid crucial groundwork for the genesis of the Silicon Valley

innovation complex, becoming an important incubator organization both for

entrepreneurial spinoffs and venture capitalists [41]. By 1971, 21 of 23

semiconductor manufacturers located in the Silicon Valley area were offshoots

from Fairchild, and by the early 1970s, 41 high tech startups had been
·;,·-,·-"",,,:.,·,,,,-,,,,,"",,,,,,,:,,"'''''0,0:='' ;""""'-'.'~'.8.';;::'=;"'=';=' c',""·;'-"·"·i:~,""C·CC:C'''''-'C: '-"='",CC;·;"''''·;·;C=-:'='''''",,-·C -;_,'_."_"_,',.,,:..:',"",,",,,;,"_,.,,.•'..",·c'c..~,c·,;;· ..,,;,;~·,""", "",:,;";,,-,:,=,.,,,;,,,,,,,:,",,;==-;:,,,,,:,;_,,,,~ ,.'·'-"'.":"·cC.,=",·;·"-,;.,:"_,,,-·c,,,~·,,.;,,,,,,,: ,-,;-_':,'"",',.:..c-,;,;',"-=.,,"-',,-';,;,,,,,,,,, '.""""',.,;",.';,~;,.;,.>_,,-,:..,,,,,.:

established by Fairchild alumni [42]. Just as importantly, the rapid success

of Fairchild provided the impetus for establishment of the first formal

venture capital operations in the San Francisco/Silicon Valley area. By the

early 1970s, a number of Fairchild alumni had gone on to form prominent

venture capital partnerships. Kleiner was a cofounder of one of the

preeminent venture capital firms, Kleiner, Perkins, Caufield and Byers, while

somewhat later both Noyce and Donald Valentine established important venture

capital funds.

Venture capital was of vital importance to the personal computer

industry. Personal computers were virtually ignored by large companies as

late as the mid-1970s, when only a handful of small, entrepreneurial companies

were in this nascent market. At this point, the founders of Apple Computer,

"Stephenwozniakand"StevertJobs;werebuildingmachines'in'a garagefor··..""le"

to a small market comprised mostly of acquaintances. In 1977, the venture

capitalist, Donald Valentine, provided seed capital for the new company and

used his connections to link the two entrepreneurs to "Mike" Markkula a
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seasoned. technology manager who had worked at both Fairchild and Intel [43].

Valentine then convinced the prominent venture firm, Venrock, to invest in

Apple and more investors were added at later stages. By linking entrepreneurs

to financing sources and qualified managers, venture capital played an

important role in opening the new market for personal computers.

The biotechnology industry provides an example of the proactive role

played by venture capital. Although a series of scientific breakthroughs

==,,,cc,,.,c••,,,,==.m,c'whi·chc"occur·redcdur·ing"'the,cea·rly·c"19'70s·"c'rea·ted,··'the'·poss-tbt-lity-''''for~''c:mmme-rc·1aI"",,,,,,,,,,,,

biotechnology, few actors realized the economic potential of this new

technology. In 1976, the venture capitalist, Robert Swanson, left his

position at Kleiner Perkins to become a co-founder of Genentech with Dr.

Herbert Boyer, a prominent molecular biologist from the University of

California. Swanson had been involved with the biotechnology field as manager

of Kleiner's investment in Cetus Corporation and in this capacity had learned

about important scientific breakthroughs in biotechnology. Swanson and Boyer

then received an initial $100,000 from Kleiner Perkins to fund what could

still be considered basic research and and launch their new company [44].

The rapid success of Genentech and other small biotechnology companies

provided the impetus for large chemical and pharamaceutical companies to enter

the biotechnology field. Due to the small companies' lead and because most

"cc=.,."".""20==,,,,'••••la·r'!e'ECompani-es.we.re·'.unable.to.recruit.,topnotch.,scientU'ic.,·ta-lent,.,.,.1arge•••" •.••,_.,'~_._,..•

companies were forced to establish 'strategic partnerships' with small

startups. Also, large companies utilized venture capital subsidiaries to

locate potential strategic partners. For example,Lubrizol made significant
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venture investments in both Genentech and Agrigenetics, Monsanto utilized its

joint venture capital concern with Emerson Electric •• Innoven Corporation

to invest in Biogen, Inc., while Martin Marietta invested directly in

Molecular Genetics and Chiron.

The rapid commercialization of biotechnology was due in large measure

to the capacities of venture capitalists to recognize and capitalize on the

economic potential of "breakthrough" innovations. In contrast to the

essentially provided to embryonic enterprises "after-the-fact", venture

capital played more of a formative role in the biotechnology industry -

seizing the commercial opportunities opened up by developments in biological

science. This is in fact illustrative of a more general trend in the

evolution of venture capital-financed innovation from a reactive to proactive

role in the process of technological change.

VENTURE CAPITAL COMPLEXES

Although venture capital-financed'innovation can in principal take

place anywhere, it is highly concentrated in a few, distinct geographic areas.

We identify three distinct types of venture capital complexes -- technology

oriented, financial-oriented, and hybrid -- each of which plays a distinct

capital complexes, like Northern California, most closely mirror our

characterization of venture capital-financed innovation. Such complexes are

located around existing concentrations of high technology businesses, invest
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EXHIBIT 3

Distribution of Resources and Firms
for Venture Capital Complexes

Capital Share Share
Base of No. of of

(Millions) Total Firms* Total

TECHNOLOGY-ORIENTED COMPLEXES

(Silicon Va11ey/
San Francisco) $ 5,296 32.5% 173 27.3%

FINANCIAL-ORIENTED COMPLEXES

New York 3,262 20.0 95 15.0

Chicago 863 5.3 23 3.6

HYBRID COMPLEXES

Boston 2,054 12.6 60 9.5

Total 11,475 70.4 351 55.4

US TOTAL $16,308 100.0 634 100.0

NOTES: * Includes all SBICs.

Source: Adapted from Florida and Kenney [45]



most of their capital close to home, and attract venture capital from other

locations. Financial-oriented complexes, 'such as New York and Chicago, are

located around concentrations of financial institutions and tend to export

their capital, often to technology-oriented complexes. Hybrid complexes, like

Boston, combine elements of both financial and technology-orniented venturing.

More importantly, venture capital firms which are located around areas

of high technology comprise important components of what we term ·social

"""""'''''''''' ~~~, ..• "'2C=,!!,!;l:\!E!l,~!"P"!!· ..,Rt",~.!1fl.9.Yci~J;.!.9.n:,,,,~,;;zA,I!.~.~~);"AJ;J,:K~,.,,,!!Y!,!J;~!!!"Lz<;9l!!R!".!&!t4,.Pf2CYn:!'Xe±!i'J,,t.:j.el> .."" z,z=",,,,z,,cc,,,,,,,·

technology-oriented enterprise, highly skilled labor, considerable

public/private R&D expenditures, extensive networks of suppliers,

manufacturers and vendors, support firms such as law firms and consultants

specializing in high technology, strong entrepreneurial networks, and informal

mechanisms for information exchange and technology transfer. Social

structures of innovation provide an infrastructure for technology-based

business formations and represent integrative mechanisms for reproducing

highly skilled labor and continuously mobilizing information.

The Northern California (Silicon Valley/San Francisco) venture capital

complex is the ideal-typical example of technplogy-oriented venturing. It

controls the largest amount of venture capital of any complex, $5.3 billion

and is comprised of approximately 175 funds. Venture capitalists in northern

three-quarters ($280 million) of the $400 million invested by Northern

California venture capitalists in 1982 was placed in California, while just 25

percent was exported, most of it going to New England and Texas. The Northern
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California venture complex was an enormous attractor as well as a generator of

venture capital. It claimed a disproportionate share of venture capital

invested by other regions. Capital inflows of $136 million from New York and

$118 million from New England helped push the total invested in California to

$830 million -- more !:han 45 percent of all venture investments.

Venture capital in Northern California evolved gradually alongside the

high technology enterprises that sprang up there. Its impetus came from

institutions. During the early 1960s, these investor groups began

experimenting with a variety of institutional mechanisms for for providing

venture capital including rudimentary limited partnerships, SBICs, and other

mechanisms for mobilizing capital. Gradually, key personnel from these

original venture capital firms and also from technology based companies went

on to launch venture capital operations of their own. Because of the

difficulties faced mobilizing funds and the need to share information and

expertise, these early independent actors quickly evolved into an interactive

community -- sharing information and participating together in rudimentary

syndicates [46].

Venture capital thus became an integral part of the "social structure

of innovation" which to a large extent defines the Silicon Valley high

emergence of a technology-oriented investment community apart from traditional

financial institutions. Technologically-oriented finance then proceeded along

a learning curve characterized by the gradual accumulation of investment and
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management skills by venture capitalists and entrepreneurs alike. This in

turn facilitated the development of extended networks for information sharing,

deal making, and resource mobilization. It was only after the California

industry was estsblished that large financial institutions and firms

headquartered elsewhere began opening up West Coast offices. Once in place,

this technology focused complex began to attract entrepreneurs and accelerate

the process of new business formation and innovation [47].

The New York and Chicago complexes offer ideal-typical examples of

financial-oriented complexes. In contrast to California, both are dominated

by venture capital funds tied to major financial corporations or other

institutional sources of capital. The New York complex controls $3.2 billion

in venture capital -- leaving it second to California, and is comprised of 95

venture capital funds. Venture capital in New York emerged in the 1930s and

1940s, when funds linked to wealthy New York families such as the Rockefellers

(Venrock), Whitneys (J.H. Whitney and Co.) and Phipps (Bessemer Securities)

began making venture investments. By the mid 1960s, large New York City

commercial banks and investment houses began to establish venture capital

subsidiaries. Many of the venture capital affiliates of large European

financiers also opened offices in New York. Recently, venture capital funds

headquartered in New York have begun opening remote branches in high

"«~~"0'0'_00000000000'<'0'technology"'regions<'Hke''S1cHcon,Valley"and"Route,128. 0,Today",roughly"half ,of<'000"0'000~<'0

all venture capital funds in New York are linked to financial institutions

[48].

The Chicago complex is comprised of 23 funds which control approximately
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$863 million, roughly half of all venture capital raised in the midwest. It

emerged in 1960 when Allstate Insurance set up one of the first venture

capital funds related to a large financial institution. Allstate made very

successful investments in a host of high tech companies such as Control Data,

Scientific Data Systems, and Kemorex among others. These successes spurred

Chicago commercial banks like the First National Bank of Chicago and

Continental Illinois to become active in venture finance. By 1969, the former

director of Allstate's venture capital affiliate left to start his own firm,

Heizer Corporation, which in turn has been responsible for spinning-off a

number of important venture capital companies. Like New York, Chicago exports

most of its venture capital, with the bulk of it going to California [49].

Boston represents a hybrid venture capital complex. It controls $2

billion or 12 percent of the venture capital pool and is comprised of 60

venture capital firms. Boston was the home of the first institutional venture

capital fund, American Research and Development (ARD) which was established in

1946. ARD was the creation of a group of prominent bankers and industrialists

who saw such an entity as a way to more effectively finance technology

oriented enterprises. By the early 1960s, large Boston financial institutions

also became involved in venture capital. First National Bank of Boston

established a program for providing loans to technology oriented businesses

established by a consortium of Boston banks. In additon, a significant number

of early venture capital investments in the Boston area were made by private

individuals and wealthy families both from the Boston area and New York City [50]
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ARD's enormously successful investment in Digital Equipment Corporation

(DEC) in the late 1950$ provided a vital impetus to the inchoate Boston

venture capitaljhigh technology complex [51]. DEC played a significant role

in the 'evolution of the Boston-Route 128 high technology center; it became an

Lncubat.o'r for more that 30 spinoffs, most notably Data General. ARD itself

became an incubator for venture capital funds. In 1963, Boston Capital Corp.

was founded by ARD alumnus, Joseph Powell; and,.by the 1970s, ARD alumni were

.... _...__ instrumental in launching a host of top level partnerships such as Palmer,
,·c"-·,....'""~~.._~.~~_.__~. __~,_,·..c·~,~'.~ ..,,~~,_·,."'~· ..~.",....."·,"·~= ......=c.'~&"·"""'~,~"'-',~_ ..~_"·.,·"._""·,·..·,,,·,·_'.,_c~_"'''-,,.,,:~~,.;",,', ·'·'·"·"CL",·;""tC;''''_''L',~'·''-'5'.:·'''·;;:C2'C:·c'.""" "";';-0.."'·''''C;~':''''''-.--'';;''',,-,·-·: "-'·""·'~c'."•. ',;;.-;,_.L'-·C2.i,·,,_o:,"·'_j:"'::·;';;"'_Z:;~'3.'= ""'''-;;''-'':-:.':i.~.~.",.:.,_:;c. -.-~';;·'_·"-:'''-':C2;,,;:''' ...,

Grey10ck, Charles River Partnership and Morgan Holland. In 1968, Peter Brooke

left his position as manager of First National Bank of Boston's high

technology loan program and later went on to launch TA Associates which

currently manages more than $1.5 billion in capital, making it the largest

venture capital fund in the US.

As the technology base of the Boston region continued to develop, a host

of partnerships were organized by veteran venture capitalists. Both Burr,

Egan and Deleage and C1aflan Capital Management were rormed by former TA

Associates employees, while the Venture Capital Fund of New England was

established by the managers of First National Bank of Boston's venture group.

The late 1970s and early 1980s also saw the formation of new funds such as

Eastech and Zerostage and the movement of branch offices of funds

. headquartered elSwhere,$\fchas Bessemer Venture-Capital', into the-Boston
~i"'~"_0~~",,*;;'Y,":'.(~2"'''.i(''';:'''''''d,':'W''\'''''''''''_'''_''''·''~'';'~J'V"';'ji';;';":_ii;;6i"_''',,*,;:;'>0'i''':':''8!~;~';;-'''''i'~~'''':'0''0~:Rbc.h'h'''''i'i;-""'ih'#;";f-""';·'~*,&%i'"?-6"''b'ti9:'."CC;~if";<''''''-.s'"";_~,:",;p,,,~x'''0.'+B*c{''''_'.~j(-#ci",*;"'i''''h.<';''''&W_'''''';''"ii'0:~'',"P:'0·''''';~='''':i:\'''';;A''_;~~jdW,\~,-",i''o''''';,''''*;'''*;'":"i'±

area.

Our interviews with Boston venture capitalists indicat~ that the ventur~

capital industry in Boston is not nearly as tightly organized as that of
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California. There appears to be much less information transfer or coinvesting

among Boston venture capitalists, although a number of Boston firms possess

rather tight links to New York City venture capitalists. In contrast to

California, a significant number of Boston venture firms are involved in

large-scale financial transactions such as leveraged buyouts (LBOs) of

established companies which clearly fall outside traditional venture capital

activities. Boston venture capitalists also tend to export a greater share of

funds than their California counterparts. invest roughly one third of

their funds in the New England region with sizeable shares going to

California, New England and Texas. Even though Boston venture capitalists

participate in a significant amount of long distance investing, the Boston

venture capital complex remains an important component of the Boston-Route 128

innovation complex and the broader social structure of innovation which

characterizes that area.

Investment syndication or coinvestment provides an important link between

venture capital firms, especially those in different complexes. Syndication

is the basic way that venture capital gets from financial complexes like New

York and Chicago to technology centers such as Silicon Valley or Route 128.

Coinvesting involves at least one "lead investor" located within commuting

distance of the. portfolio company, who provides technical assistance and

Syndication creates a symbiotic relationship between venture capital firms in

financial and technology-oriented complexes. For the most part, venture

capital firms located in financial complexes act as "passive investors,"
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depending upon venture capitalists in technology-oriented complexes to assume

the role of lead investor. While such firms are "free riders" on venture

capitalists in technology regions, they provide significant infusions of

capitai thus allowing technology-oriented venture capitalists to initiate a

greater 'range of investments and increase the overall scope of venture

capital-financed innovation [52].

This is not to imply that venture capital-financed innovation takes

in such as northern California or

hybrids like Boston. There are indeed numerous instances of venture capital

financed innovation occuring in "remote" areas. It is just as clear however

that a disproportionate share of innovative companies financed by venture

capital are located in areas like Silicon Valley or Route 128 which possess

high concentrations of technology-based enterprise, technology-oriented or

hybrid venturing and rather well develpped social structures of innovation.

LIMITS TO VENTURE CAPITAL-FINANCED INNOVATION

While venture capital-financed innovation accelerates the trajectory of

technical progress, it can result in substantial misallocations of resources.

A short term focus on capital gains means that portfolio companies may be

moved into the IPO market without being afforded sufficient time to develop.

".~"~.•,."..,.,~~,.~.•,..~,.~~••.,,, ·S15me··'c15mmetitlltors···contend··that···increased'~avat·labtH,ty"of.'venture··cap·ita.lc~has, ~ ..

given rise to "venture capital myopia" as venture capitalists duplicate one

another's investments [53]. The recent shakeouts in the personal computer and

computer disk drive industries provide recent as examples of the potentially
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devastating consequences of this behaviour.

The existence of highly charged entrepreneurial environments fueled by

venture capital heightens the incentives for job hopping, erodes employee

commitment and seriously disrupts ongoing research or technological projects.

Compounding this is what some observers have termed "vulture capitalism" [54],

where venture capita! firms actively target and entice corporate personnel and

university researchers away from their regular posts. Such developments may

pose serious consequences for the future of both corporate and university

based innovation in the US by bidding up salaries and breaking up research

teams.

Moreover, the remaining phases of the technology cycle are

characterized by a significant reduction in the importance of venture capital

financed innovation. During the consolidation phase of the cycle, uncertainty

over technological opportunities and market potentials diminishes and the

emergence of significant scale economies means that large amounts of R&D and

other investments become justified and shakeouts occur. At this point, most

venture capital backed firms -- even ones that have grown significantly -- are

poorly equipped to compete with large, vertically integrated corporations

which possess significant internal resourCeS. Over time then, the innovations

pioneered by venture capital backed firms tend to be overtaken by large

And, because of the relatively low startup costs associated with most

information intensive technologies and the relative openness of international

technology transfer among the advanced industrial countries, this process is
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more or less indiscriminate with regard to national boundaries [55].

CONCLUSIONS

The emergence of a formalized venture capital industry has transformed the

nature of innovation in the US [56). Venture capital-financed innovation

overcomes a variety of barriers which stymie technological progress including:

the risk aversion of established financial markets, the organizational inertia

of large corporations, and the multifaceted , organizational and

financial requirements of new business development. Generally speaking,

venture capital financed-innovation accelerates the processes of technological

innovation and business formation by combining resources and personnel drawn

from a variety of organizations. In addition, venture capital financed

innovation occupies a particular niche in the technology cycle. It is of

special importance during the early and chaotic stages of a technological

thrust when the nature of nascent technology, its applications and market

potentials are in flux [57].

Venture capitalists are agents of innovation, performing a technological

gatekeeping function for the US economy. As focal points of social structures

of innovation, they organize the myriad transactions and reduce the

uncertainty associated with new business formation, and in doing so, catalyze

"""""~"""~'~"""""",~"" ,~,the,",dynamic",eomplementarities,whieh-exist"~between"'large" "eorporat'ions"."~"""""~'

universities, small companies and a variety of related organizations. They

are not omniscient with regard to technological change but draw their power

from the wide ranging contacts and networks at their disposal.
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While venture capital financed-innovation has implications for the

entire US economy, it generally takes place in a few specific areas.

TechnologyCoriented, financial-oriented and hybrid complexes play distinct

roles in this process. Venture capitalists in technology-oriented or hybrid

complexes locate investments typically in local markets and then draw upon the

resources provided through coinvestments with their counterparts in financial

oriented complexes. This symbiotic relationship increases the overall scope

and power of venture capital-financed innovation.

However, the emergence of venture capital-financed innovation poses

some serious implications for the competitive position of the US economy and

its innovatory component. These revolve around the myopic development of

young companies, the disruption of ongoing R&D in large institutions and the

relatively open international context within which venture capital-financed

innovation takes place. More importantly, the establishment of a set of

powerful financial incentives for entrepreneurially-based (new company)

innovation creates strong biases in favor of proprietary products or

technologies and away from improvement innovations in manufacturing techniques

and processes. In these ways, venture capital-financed innovation functions

to skew the trajectory~of sociotechnical innovation.

The innovation process in the US is currently distinguished by an

institutions, which are to a significant extent mediated by venture capital.

Whether this set of ad hoc arrangements can be transformed into a coherent

system of institutional relations which ensure that technological
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breakthroughs can be diffused throughout the US economy remains one of the

most crucial issues for the competitive situation of the US and its role in

future global economic restructuring.
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